A P element with a novel fusion of reporters identifies regular, a C2H2 zinc-finger gene downstream of the circadian clock.
Elucidating the mechanisms that link the circadian pacemaker to the timing of behaviors it controls is one of the greatest challenges in circadian biology. We report the generation of a P element, Pluc+, containing a novel reporter fusion. Our fusion reporter capitalizes on the use of luciferase bioluminescence to easily analyze temporal expression as well as the strength of myc epitopes and GFP to identify spatial expression. Using Pluc+ we have identified and characterized a novel C2H2 zinc-finger gene, regular (rgr), that cycles circadianly in phase with period (per) gene expression, but shifts to light-dark regulation in Clk(Jrk) mutant flies. By following myc expression of the Pluc+ reporter, we demonstrate that Rgr is expressed in a discrete number of neurons in the brain which overlap with axons expressing pigment-dispersing factor.